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Product Description 

The KabobMaster Portable Series Grills are charcoal grills designed to be ultra portable. The grills have four detachable 

legs which fit inside the fire box allowing for the grills to fit in the trunk of most vehicles. 

The grill features a 11 gauge rust resistant, galvanized steel fire box, with a 16 gauge rust resistant galvanized steel lid and 

legs. The fire box is built from a single sheet with 90 degree bends on all four sides to prevent bending and warping from 

any heat source. 

All grills come with cutouts (slots) on the front and rear sides for skewer placement. The "P" option denotes the circular 

punches which are added for ease of integration with the KabobMaster Rotisseries. 

Use of wood, charcoal and mesquite woods are suitable and recommended heat sources for all KabobMaster Grills. 

Material: Galvanized steel 

Assembly 
The KabobMaster Portable Series Grills require minimal assembly. Initial assembly requires installing the handles on the 

sides of the fire box and on top of the lid using two screws per handle. The legs can be installed without any tools. Simply 

insert the legs into the slots on the bottom of the fire box and use the screws and wing nuts to secure the leg in place. 
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Dimensions 

Dimensions in brackets [ J are in centimeters. 
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Portable configuration dimensions shown below 
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